
Until Death...
W                  R

Goal:  Stop the Wedding - Save 
the Bride - Save the Island
Obstacles:  The Groom and his 
Companions (Best Man/Ring Bearer)

The Setup:
The Oakenheart Island is giving their daughter 
to Thaseter in marriage so that he will cure 
the sickness growing on their island, using his 
resources and authority with Helix Engineering.

Characters:
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

Players:
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

Thaseter: corporate VP of Operations for 
  Helix Engineering, LLC, bastard
Best Man: Galveston Hex
  Gunslinger and Pyromancer
Ring Bearer:  Dr. Caiphes
  Genetic Engineer and Droneophile

Merathes Oakenheart
  Elder Elemental of the Island

Thyria Oakenheart (bride)
  Eldest Daughter of Oakenheart

Brekka (Maid of Honor)
  Taoist Hunter, Knight of Oakenheart

The Ceremony
  The ceremony is being held at the Temple of Sacred Stones - a most holy place to the Oakenheart Island.  Here their 
hands are tied together by ribbons and crowned with wreaths of bright leaves and flowers.  Thaseter looks like a 
victorious king, taking whatever he wants.  Merathes looks like a broken old man, unable to save his people, and unable 
to cope with loosing his daughter to a monster.  Thyria, broken-hearted, is pale, her eyes like glass, her spirit broken.
Achievement - 4 - Save the Oakenheart family [result is +4 to one PC Action Pool]
Achievement - 4 - Save one Bridesmaid [result is +4 to one PC Action Pool, and admiration from said Bridesmaid]
Achievement - 5 - Protect the Temple [results in one Refresh Token: -1 wound, refill AP, or cure Poison Condition]

Adversity:  HE,LLC Security (Swarm) Dr. Caiphes and Dronelings (Ind/Squads)
  Thaseter takes the Bride and her maidens with him as they escape.

Remaining Charge Dice can be used to buy Relics of the Sacred Stone Temple.
Win - You catch up to Thaseter as he’s escaping on the Arrowrail - no bonuse to Adversity
Loose - Oakenheart gives you Griffin’s to ride to the Rail’s end - Adversity gets 3 AP per Player

The Arrowrail
  Thaseter takes the daughters of Oakenheart, pursued by an enraged Brekka, to a secret arrowrail train beneath the 
temple.  The main engine is just before his personal luxury car, but the rest are obviously mining cars.  They have been 
secretly strip-mining the sacred jewels below the temple, destroying the whole Island.
Achievement - 4 - Detach a Car from the Train [result is -1 to Adversity’s Defense Rating]
Achievement - 6 - Save the Bridesmaids [result is the survival of Brekka:   Heroes ❏ Adversity ❏]
Achievement - 5 - Crash the Train’s enginecar - before it reaches the Fortress [Heroes ❏ Adversity ❏]
Adversity:  The Groomsmen (Squad) [Number of Players = Number of Squadmembers]
  Fight ends just as Arrowrail arrives at Thaseters underground ship and lair.
Remaining Charge Dice can be used to buy Technology and Meds from Arrowrail.

Win:  Thaseter Destroys the Train - Free AP refill
Loose:  thaseter arrives at the Secret Fortress - Drone Minions in Play

The Hidden Fortress
  Thaseter has not gotten away.  You stand at the gates to 
his secret lair, a ship buried for some time below the earth, 
using treacherous technology to ward his presence from 
the magic of the Island and it’s lords.  But now, in attempt 
to simply kidnap his falsely betrothed, he will blast off from 
this hidden place, violently taking to the skies.

Achievement - 6 - Save Thyria [result is every PC 
increases Defense by one]

Achievement - 7 - Sabotag Thaseter’s Ship [result is 
he does not escape:   Heroes ❏ Adversity ❏]

Adversity:  Thaseter, Surviving allies, (Drone Minions)

The Sacred Ground
  Thaseter has not gotten away.  You have destroyed his 
arrowrail and crippled his minions.  And even though he 
has lost the war, he is not ready to be finished without one 
last battle.  He will make you pay for your defiance.

Achievement - 6 - Save Thyria [result is every PC 
increases Defense by one] - Thaseter wins, all loose 1 DFC

Achievement - 5 - Sabotag Thaseter’s Com link 

[result:  no backup or escape:   Heroes ❏ Adversity ❏]

Adversity:  Thaseter, Surviving allies

the Brother

the true love

the nemesis

the Bounty Hunter

the double agent

if you are victorious in all Ach, you return to the true wedding at the temple


